Question: Would you consider admitting a student who had been expelled for disciplinary reasons from another University?
Question asked and results compiled by Lea Pennock, University of Saskatchewan
Institution

No

Bishops

x

Briercrest

UBC
Brock

Concordia

King's University College
Lethbridge

McGill

Mount Saint Vincent
McMaster

x

Ottawa
SAIT

x

Possibly Notes
not eligible for admission until they would be readmissible to their home institution
case by case basis; process includes letter and
interview
x
normally must be in good standing at their
previous institution; can appeal in writing to
Senate Admissions Committee if extenuating
circumstances
x
must be in good standing at home institution
x
normally must be in good standing at home
institution; appeals treated on a case by case
basis
normally must be in good standing at home
institution; appeals treated on a case by case
basis
x
generally not admitted; exceptions only on the
written approval of the VP (Academic)
x
Would normally ask for an account of their
expulsion and would usually ask them to clear
their record at the sending institution before being
considered.
x

x

Would proceed very cautiously; normally not
eligible but on a case by case basis might pursue
full knowledge of the case from both the student's
and the previous institution's perspective

x

Must be eligible to return to their home institution
Used to require that an applicant prove that
his/her original u. would permit a re-admission
before admitting an expelled student but found
that many u's do not indicate on the transcript that
a student has been expelled, so have now
decided to treat them on the merit of their
application.

Royal Military College

x

SIAST

x

Simon Fraser

x

Would handle on a case by case basis and
request details fo the expulsion
Don't generally ask for postsecondary
documentation to support program admsisions so
by default would not know they had been
expelled.
Generally will not admit a student under
suspension or expulsion from another u. but as
with most other decisions, this is appealable by
the applicant

Trent

?

Waterloo

Windsor

x

x

Wording of calendar invokes right of university to
deny admission but there's no firm policy about
denying expelled students
No formal policy but would likely handle on a case
by case basis, considering nature of expulsion,
applicant's account of the expulsion and length of
time since standing was assigned
U. Windsor is in process of implementing a
'sanctions on transcripts' policy which ensures
other u's are informed of all students' sexpulsion
status here; they hope other u's are also
transparent in this regard.

reasons from another University?

